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Abstract

The rapidly increasing user demands on more powerful computing platforms and application capabilities requires modern operating systems, capable of scheduling multiple classes of processes in an integrated manner, in which real-time applications are guaranteed to meet their time constraints by using worst-case resource reservation and non-critical applications (such as soft real-time) execute in degraded performance by using average-case reservation. However, these reservation-based resource allocation mechanisms may overbook resources so that the system may waste a large amount of resources in such a way that the slack time is not efficiently consumed. Also, overhead caused by best-effort processes is usually not considered. In this paper, we present for such an integrated system a flexible and efficient resource management mechanism for soft real-time processes in such a way that the slack time is better utilized and a single monolithic server for all best-effort processes to reduce the dynamic scheduling overhead. The simulation results show that our flexible slack time management mechanism for soft real-time processes can result in significantly performance improvement in terms of reducing the deadline miss ratio and tardiness.
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1 Introduction

The rapidly increasing user demands on more powerful computing platforms and application capabilities requires modern operating systems to support integrated scheduling of multiple classes of processes. The typical example work are the hierarchical scheduler developed by Regehr et al. [10] and the flat integrated scheduler RBED by Brandt et al. [3]. In such an integrated system, worst case resource reservation or execution is usually used to guarantee the performance of critical real-time applications, such as external event/signal sampling and processing; non-critical applications, including soft real-time (e.g., desktop audio/video) and best effort (e.g., compiler), receive the leftover resources and run in degraded performance. However, the constant worst case reservation mechanism always overbooks the resources that an real-time application does not really need. That is, the system may waste a large amount of resources in such a way that none of the soft real-time and best effort processes can efficiently use the slack time left by the hard real-time processes. Furthermore, in such a system, the overhead incurred by the frequent entrance and exit of a large number of best-effort processes is another important issue since the behavior of best-effort processes is not as predictable as that of soft or hard real-time processes.

In this paper, we present a flexible resource management mechanism in which resources are better utilized to improve the performance of soft real-time and best-effort applications and still guarantee the worst-case performance of real-time applications in such a way that no deadline is missed.

First, though both aiming at integrated scheduling, specifically our working system uses constant reservation-based resource allocation mechanism, which is somewhat different from the dynamic rate-based resource allocation mechanism used in our previous work RBED [3]. With our resource allocation mechanism, hard real-time and soft real-time processes are guaranteed a minimum resource allocation in a fixed interval of time (usually period) and best-effort processes are never starved. However RBED changes allocated resources and application periods dynamically as needed without violating EDF constraints, guaranteeing that hard real-time processes never miss their assigned deadlines and soft real-time processes run in degraded performance specifically depending on their demanding load.

Second, our work focuses on enhancing the system to let the soft real-time processes use the slack time left by the hard real-time processes and other soft real-time processes. That is the slack time is consumed as early as possible by the soft real-time processes which need more resources in the sense that their actual demanded resources are beyond their allocated resources. Though short-term fairness is not
guaranteed in such a mechanism, long term-fairness, lower deadline miss ratio and smaller tardiness are achieved.

Third, all best-effort processes with the same timeliness properties are considered as one single soft real-time processing server, which schedules each best-effort process in turn.

Our preliminary results show that our flexible scheduling mechanism can result in significantly performance improvement for soft real-time processes in terms of reducing the deadline miss ratio and tardiness (by an average of over 20% in our experiments) compared to the well-known CBS [1] mechanism and the BEBS algorithm [2].

2 Related work

Traditional slack stealing algorithm [7] for priority-driven (including deadline-driven) or fixed-priority system, schedules aperiodic jobs whenever the periodic tasks and sporadic jobs have slack, that is, their execution time can be safely postponed without causing them to miss their deadlines. However, its main drawback is the incurred huge overhead to do slack computations at high frequency: the extra work that the algorithm (both static and dynamic) must do to determine the amount of the available slack at each scheduling decision time (The computation and thus the overhead always exist whenever there is actually slack or not).

CBS [1] is designed to provide CPU bandwidth reservations to continuous media applications. It provides greedy slack time reclamation mechanism by immediately releasing the next job of an expired process (i.e., it has consumed the reserved resources during its execution) with the deadline set to the end of its next period. Note that this slack time technique can be efficiently applied to acyclic processes (such as CPU bound best-effort processes) which allow to rephrase their jobs’ release times (if there are). Here, to rephrase a job’s release time means to dynamically adjust the pre-defined old release time of the job to a new one so that the job can be released earlier or later than the old one. However, the main drawback of CBS when serving acyclic processes is that it does not guarantee for them a minimum execution time in a fixed interval of time (refer to [8] for more details). Furthermore, for cyclic processes whose jobs’ release times can’t be rephrased (such as periodic soft real-time) CBS really does not provide any way to manage slack time.

GRUB [6] is a CBS-alike algorithm. It tends to dynamically allocate excess capacity to the current running server or a few active servers in direct proportion to their processor shares. It has to frequently decide when and the duration during which the slack time (idle time) is constantly available. Furthermore, the available slack time are dynamically re-allocated to the needy servers by updating their reserva-

3 System Model and Problem Description

3.1 System Model

The system we are considering is an integrated system (as that described by our previous work RBED [3]) consisting of hard real-time, soft real-time and best-effort processes. For simplicity, here the real-time processes (including hard and soft real-time processes) are dealing with periodic process, which consists of a sequence of periodically released jobs whose deadlines equal their release
times plus the process period. Note that the release time of a periodic process (such as external data sampling and multimedia applications) can not be rephrased dynamically during scheduling.

Our system uses separated rate-based resource allocation and EDF scheduling algorithm (refer to RBED [3] for details) for the processes in the system.

3.1.1 Rate-based resource allocation

The rate-based resource allocation mechanism, which is similar to the reservation-based resource allocation (such as Processor Capacity Reserves [9] and CBS) allocates a fixed minimum resource (here it is CPU execution time) budget to each process in a fixed interval.

In our system, each periodic real-time process \( T_i \) consists of sequential jobs \( \text{job}_k \), where each job has a release time \( r_{ik} \), fixed period \( p_i \), deadline \( d_{ik} \), and fixed minimum execution budget \( e_i \). So the resource rate (utilization) of \( T_i \) is \( u_i = \frac{e_i}{p_i} \). All best-efforts processes are associated with a single pseudo periodic server (called BEServer) which has a pseudo period \( p_{\text{server}} \) and a pseudo execution budget \( e_{\text{server}} \). (The detailed management conducted by the BEServer is explained in section 4.2). The total global system utilization is \( U_g = U_{\text{HRT}} + U_{\text{SRT}} + U_{\text{server}} \), where \( U_X = \sum_{T_i \in X} U_{T_i} \) and \( X \) is the set of all tasks of type \( X \).

Specifically, upon request at process creation time, the rate-based resource allocation mechanism determines the execution budget \( e_i \) for process \( T_i \) according to the following rules subject to \( U_g \leq 1 \):

1. If \( T_i \) is hard real-time process, \( e_i \) is assigned to its worst case execution time so that all its deadlines are guaranteed to be met. \( T_i \) is rejected if \( U_g > 1 \) upon the allocation.

2. If \( T_i \) is soft real-time process, \( e_i \) is assigned to an allocated bandwidth, which is equal or less than the worst case. Note that \( e_i \) could be any value between its average case execution time and worst case execution time depending on the tradeoff between the soft real-time performance and throughput. \( T_i \) is rejected if \( U_g > 1 \) upon the allocation.

3. For the BEServer, a minimum resource utilization \( \beta \) is reserved for it to guarantee no best-effort processes is starved, i.e., \( U_{\text{server}} = \max(\beta, 1 - U_{\text{HRT}} - U_{\text{SRT}}) \). \( e_{\text{server}} \) is computed as \( e_{\text{server}} = U_{\text{server}} \times p_{\text{server}} \) where \( p_{\text{server}} \) is usually set to a value in such a way that tolerable response time is guaranteed for interactive best-effort processes (I/O bound processes).

3.1.2 EDF scheduling and one-shot mechanism

Our proposed mechanism uses EDF algorithm to schedule processes with resource reservation and overrun protection enforced by a high-precision one-shot timer. Since \( U_g \) is never bigger than 1, the EDF scheduling algorithm always provides the required guarantees to the different classes of processes in the system:

1. Every hard real-time process in the system is guaranteed to receive a fixed minimum amount of CPU budget in any of its periods so that it meet all of its deadlines.

2. Every soft real-time process in the system is guaranteed to receive a fixed minimum amount of CPU budget in any of its periods so that it is guaranteed an average performance though some jobs of the soft real-time processes may miss their deadlines.

3. All best-effort are always guaranteed to share the reserved resources for them so that none of them is starved.

Note that process overrun (i.e., allocated budget is consumed before a job finishes) is protected by issuing a one-shot timer to the current running process with the timer counter set to the process' left budget \( c_i \) (Note that \( c_i \) of a process is initialized to its assigned budget \( e_i \) and \( c_i \) is then decreasing when the process is running on CPU). Processes are rescheduled when the one-shot timer expires. Here, we only consider soft real-time process overrun since it uses average execution reservation. We assume job is never dropped in such a way that an overrun soft real-time process may still re-start the overrun part of a job upon its next release (Note that an alternative is to notify the application to drop its overrun job if drop is allowed).

An example of process overrun is given in Figure 1, which shows the CPU allocation for a system running three soft real-time processes \( (P_1, P_2 \) and \( P_3 \)) with following configurations respectively: \( (p_1 = 6, e_1 = 1.5) \), \( (p_2 = 8, e_2 = 4) \) and \( (p_3 = 10, e_3 = 2.5) \). Assume the first job of \( P_1 \) has actual execution time 2, which is larger than its budget \( e_1 = 1.5 \). Thus its first job overruns and the overrun part is pushed back until the next release time. In this case, though the first job misses deadline, the second job (consisting of the overrun part of the first job and the original second job) may still finish before its deadline at time 12 if the original second job has far less actual execution time than the process’ budget.

3.2 Problem Description

There are main drawbacks when use the simple EDF scheduling algorithm with the one-shot mechanism for an integrated system in which hard real-time and soft real-time processes may generate slack time at any time because of highly varying execution times but constant reservation. Figure 2 shows the problems when no slack time management technique is used for the EDF scheduler with one-shot
mechanism. The processes showed in Figure 2 have the same parameters as those showed in Figure 1.

The first drawback is slack time may be not used by a past overrun job of a process. In Figure 2(a), the first job of P1 has an overrun part of 0.5; The first job of P2 has actual execution time of 2 and thus it generates slack time of 2. Since there is no slack time management employed, the overrun job of P1 can’t start execution until time 6 and thus misses its deadline.

The second drawback is slack time may be not used by a future (following) overrun job of a process. In Figure 2(b), the first jobs of P1, P2 and P3 finish before their deadlines as expected. However now the second job of P1 has actual execution time of 1 and thus it generates slack time of 0.5; the second job of P2 has an overrun part of 0.5. Again without slack time management, the generated slack time is pushed back and available until idle point 17. As a results, the overrun job of P2 misses its deadline.

4 Design

4.1 Efficient slack time management

The basic principle for our slack time management is to use slack time as early as possible for the processes which need it most. Note that our work focuses on improving the system performance of scheduling soft real-time processes in terms of tardiness and deadline miss ratio, but not fairness in using slack time.

As described in section 3, the currently running process is associated with a one-shot timer which controls the maximum duration of the execution based on the left budget. The one-shot timer starts or updates its counter value when the process starts to run. When the one-shot timer expires, the interrupt handler calls a predefined timer handler, in which the status of the currently running process is set to expired and re-schedule is triggered. Note that the overhead on starting the one-shot timer, executing the interrupt handler, executing the timer handler and context switch have to be taken into account for setting the exact counter of the timer so that no extra resource is taken. In re-schedule, the currently expired process is preempted and at the same time next process with the earliest deadline in the run queue is
picked to run.

When the currently running process completes or blocks before the one-shot timer expires, slack time is generated. Upon process exit (completion) or blocking, re-schedule is again triggered. In this case, the expired process (if there is) with the earliest deadline is selected to run with the old still running one-shot timer (see Figure 4(a) for example). This is done by resetting the status of the selected expired process to RUNNING and artificially creating for it a virtual deadline equal (equivalent) to the deadline of the currently running process which generates slack time. Note that no dynamic rate adjustment is needed during the process. In real-implementation, for reducing overhead purpose, this extra operation can be eliminated by artificially creating a pseudo runnable process which keeps all the live parameters of the currently running process which generates slack time until the one-shot timer expires. In this way, the slack time is allowed to be consumed by the expired processes using EDF algorithm until the timer expires. In case that there is no expired process available, the runnable soft real-time process (the BEServer is an exception, which is detailed in subsection 4.2) with the earliest deadline is instead selected to run. In this way, the slack time is transferred to the future processes until the timer expires.

The run queue is sorted by deadline in such a way that the first job in the queue has the earliest deadline (Figure 3). We use two list heads, expired-head and runnable-head to respectively index the first expired process with the earliest deadline and the first runnable process with the earliest deadline in the run queue. Thus no overhead is incurred to pick a process (either expired or runnable) with the earliest deadline to run.

Our slack time solution solves the problems addressed in Figure 2. The corresponding resulting schedules are shown in Figure 4. Clearly, in both examples, with slack time management, no job misses their deadlines even though there is an overrun job.

The advantages of using EDF scheduler with our one-shot timer mechanism support are summarized as follows:

1. Slack time is always consumed as early as possible by processes which need it most. In this way, the tardiness and deadline miss ratio of soft real-time processes are reduced. Note that short-term fairness is not our performance metric.

2. EDF is used as a universal scheduling algorithm both in normal process scheduling and slack time management.

3. Scheduling overhead is low since no dynamic complex computation on scheduling parameters are required. Simulation results show no extra context switch is incurred in our system enforced with new slack time management.

**4.2 The BEServer**

In our system, in order to reduce the overhead caused by dynamic schedule, all best-effort processes are in turn se-
lected by a BEServer, which is a pseudo soft real-time process scheduled by the EDF algorithm. All runnable best-effort processes are managed by a separate best-effort run queue (Figure 5). The BEServer is runnable if and only if the best-effort run queue is not empty; otherwise it is blocked (suspended). The BEServer is almost the same as a normal soft real-time process, with the exception that BEServer is not allowed to use slack time produced by other real-time processes until there is no expired or runnable real-time process in the system run queue. Thus, the soft real-time processes are guaranteed to receive the slack time before any best-effort processes because they have more strict time constraints than those of best-effort processes.

Usually, best-effort processes are divided into two categories: I/O bound and CPU bound processes. In order to provide different timeliness service for them, in stead of using a single best-effort run queue, we can use unix-like two-level feedback run queues, of which the first one stores the new-entered best-effort processes and the second one stores the scheduled best-effort processes. When the BEServer is scheduled, it always picks the first BE (if there is) in the first queue to run and at the same time the first BEs in the second queue will be removed and added to the end of the first queue.

There are three advantages for using BEServer to manage the best-effort processes. First, since BEServer is a pseudo soft real-time process, other soft real-time processes also can automatically consume the slack time generated by the BEServer when the best-effort run queue is empty. Second, the allocated resource utilization (rate) for the BEServer is not necessarily to be dynamically changed until the demanded workload of real-time processes changes. That is, the parameters of the BEServer only depends on the number or load of real-time processes, but not the number of best-effort processes. Thus we eliminate the overhead that would be introduced by the rapidly change in the number of best-effort processes as that in bandwidth preserving or server-based systems, such as CBS and BEBS. Third, a best-effort process at least receives the BEServer budget.

Figure 6 gives the pseudo code for the EDF scheduling algorithm with one-shot mechanism.

5 Preliminary Results

We simulated our slack time management technique and compared its performance to CBS as well as BEBS. For simplicity, we call our one-shot EDF as RBED using EDF.

In the simulations, we ran 5 hard real-time tasks (HRT) and some soft real-time tasks (SRT) at the same time. The 5 hard real-time tasks always take 50% of the CPU usage. The soft real-time tasks increase their usage from 40% to 50% during the experiments. All the soft real-time tasks have the same usage, but may have different periods. Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the performance results in terms of tardiness (fraction of period) and deadline miss ratio respectively with 1 SRT, 2 SRT (using same periods), and 3 SRT (using different periods).

Clearly, from Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, the average performance in terms of tardiness and deadline miss ratio of RBED (using EDF policy) outperforms CBS and BEBS. However, as showed in Figure 8, BEBS allocates slack time to SRT more fairly than RBED, But once the performance in terms of tardiness and deadline miss ratio is guaranteed to be better, the fairness is not important at all.

Furthermore, we can use other policies, such as randomly pick a process, instead of EDF to pick a SRT to use the slack time. Figure 10 show the performance comparison between RBED (EDF) and RBED (Random). The result turns out that the random algorithm does not work well.

Finally, we also recorded the context switch number for each run in out simulations. The result is by using our slack time management no extra overhead is introduced compared to CBS or BEBS.

6 Conclusion and future work

We present an efficient resource management for soft real-time processes in an integrated system. This technique employs a simple one-shot timer based EDF algorithm, which allows soft real-time processes to use generated slack time as early as possible. Our simulation results show significant performance improvement for soft real-time processes in terms of smaller tardiness and lower deadline miss ratio by using the slack time management technique other than CBS or BEBS. Also there was no extra
context switch incurred in our simulations.

Our future work is to implement the efficient soft real-time resource management technique (including slack time management and best-effort management) in a real system, such as Linux 2.6, and investigate its performance by performing extensive experiments.
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Figure 7. Tardiness and deadline miss ratio in CBS, BEBS and RBED using EDF

Figure 8. Tardiness and deadline miss ratio in BEBS, and RBED using EDF (two tasks use same parameters, i.e., usage and period)


Figure 9. Tardiness and deadline miss ratio in BEBS, and RBED using EDF (three tasks use same usage, but different periods)

Figure 10. Tardiness and deadline miss ratio using EDF and random policy respectively in RBED (two tasks use same parameters, i.e., usage and period)